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Top designers transform thes
three winning bathrooms wit
smart space planning, distinct
style and luxe amenities
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elements. thi contemporary bathroom i · imple and
open to reflect the beauty of the land cape outside the
Vail Valley home. "The space i soft. quiet and oothing."
ay de igner Rob}'1 corr of Robyn corr Interiors.
"The homeowner arc drawn to European de ign. and
they envisioned a very clean. minimalist room"
In the early planning cages.. a. cott and her client
walked the ai ·le of a ca\'ernous stone warehouse. a
stunning lab of on)'X stopped them in their tracks "We
were looking for a tone of ome kind for the hower
wall. and we all fell in love with it incredible pattern.''
he say . "The earth tone also frt well with the natural
color palette of the pace "
~atin-etched glas door with hand -blown knobs
open into the light-filled room, where a deep, cast-resin
Agape oaking tub take. center stage. l\vo hallow.
r ctangular basin inks top a pair of white cantilevered ,
counters, and mirrors reflect the running vie'' Cw tom
"floating" cabinet arc built of Yew. an exotic wood
kn '' n for it fine. di tinctivc grain. "The cabmetr) is
rustic in material but modern in hapc.'' cott say.. "The
simple de ign highlight the grain of the wood. \\ hich
relate~ well to rhe olorado outdoor ."
rloors and wall. arc covered in er am-hued honed
lime tone. creating 'i ual continuity and reflecting the
room' natural light. Furnishings arc pare and elegant. from
th mall arrangement of tacked river rocks to a culpntral
white chair made from industrial seatbelt strapping
"It's a minimaJi t . pace wirh monochromatic tone
that highlight the elemental material :· cott say . "I
think this room i · a beautiful example of how creating
something really simple lead to a very strong de. ign. "

"Floating" cabinetry that doesn't touch the floor
helps to visually lighten the room; Scott added
lighting underneath for a dramatic accent.
• It's a pricey investment, but a full slab of onyx in
the shower is like a show-stopping piece of art
that transforms the room.
• Instead of cladding just the lower half of the wall
with tile or stone-a typical bathroom elementcover the entire wall and floor for a more modern
look that has greater impact.
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